
 

 

 
  

 
 

  
 Maintain the Area 

 Switch to cubes: 2” diameter x 1” thick, 
viscous cube in a mesh bag  

 

 Purpose: Keep birds safe in their new 
habitat, away from your assets  

 

 Primary Install: Remove pouches and re-
place with cubes 4-5 feet apart 

 

 Subsequent installs: 5-8 feet apart 
 

 Secure with hooks, nails, zip ties, staples, 
caulk, etc. that can hold 6 oz. (if not  

        secured, birds will move/remove cubes) 
 

 Duration: 3 months  
 

 Replace product promptly every 3 
months. Lapses allow birds to return, 
starting “prep & pouch” cycle over again 

 
 

 If birds return, a tolerance to BD-135  
usually develops. This requires more time 
and product to achieve desired results  

Plan Ahead 
 Anticipate flock movement 
 

 Purpose: keep birds and equipment 
safe, creating a sanitary environment 
for business 

 

 Example: Garage Bay #1 installed 
product and birds moved to Bay#2 

 

 Solution: Anticipate flock movement 
and place product in both Bay#1 and 
Bay#2 at the same time 

 

 Freshness of cubes can not be        
determined by smell. Inactive           
ingredients retain their aroma but active 
ingredients do not. 

 

 To maintain results, replace old cubes 
with fresh cubes every 3 months,  

       regardless of smell 

Place Product 
 Initially use pouches: 2 oz. cotton sack 

filled with granular product. Strong & fast 
acting 

 

 Purpose: Train birds to roost and nest  in 
new habitats away from your assets 

 

 Primary install: place pouches 4-5 feet 
apart 

 

 Subsequent installs: 5-8 feet apart 
 

 Duration: 4-6 weeks  
 

 Secure with hooks, nails, zip ties,  
       staples, caulk, etc. that can hold 6 oz. 
       (if not secured, birds will move pouches) 
 

 When placing, consider wind direction 
and strength 

Prep the Area  
 Prep work is key for a successful 

install 
 
 

 Area must be free from all nests & 
droppings. Power washing will help 

 
 

 If any nests or droppings remain, 
some birds will stay & new birds will    
appear, developing a tolerance to 
BD-135  

 
 

 Overcoming this tolerance will re-
quire several months of increased 
treatment that could become costly 

 
 

 A successful install will yield results                                                
                        in 5 days or less  

 
 

Gloves and eye protection recommended. Product can become 
sticky in warm weather. Garlic is a known eye irritant.  

Wash hands immediately after each use. 
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*** Consult state & federal regulations for  

      identification of protected species 


